south interior of British Columbia where transfer should be
guided by local microclimatic conditions. The south interior
region also presents the biggest challenge in terms of paper
birch gene conservation because of the large differentiation
among the populations within this region and difficulties in
relating the variation to the macroclimatic variables as
evidenced by the variation in frost hardiness.
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Summary
Univariate and multivariate statistical methods for type B
genetic correlation estimation are numerically compared based
on computer simulated half-sib forest genetic experimental
data. Multivariate methods have demonstrated desirable
properties in effectively handling unbalanced data associated
with heterogeneous variances across environments and yielded
empirically unbiased estimates of type B genetic correlations
for various data structures. Constraining estimates of type B
genetic correlations within theoretical parameter space when
using multivariate methods helps improve estimation accuracy
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and narrow the confidence interval. While some univariate
methods can also produce unbiased estimates of type B genetic
correlations for unbalanced data with heterogeneous variances,
multivariate methods tend to estimate type B genetic correla1)
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tion more stable and efficiently by simultaneously using all
information from multi-site data and giving estimates for all
paired environments.
Key words: Genetic correlation, multivariate method, estimation bias,
unbalanced data, heterogeneous variance.

Introduction
In quantitative forest genetic data analysis, type B genetic
correlations (BURDON, 1977) have routinely been estimated
using the univariate methods of YAMADA (1962) and BURDON
(1977) (BURDON, 1977; JOHNSON and BURDON, 1990; WOOLASTON
et al., 1991; HODGE and WHITE, 1992; HODGE and PURNELL,
1993; ADAMS ET AL., 1994; DIETERS et al., 1995; DIETERS, 1996;
PSAWARAYI et al., 1997). For pairs of genetic tests, these
methods first estimate genetic variances and covariances using
univariate linear models in one or/and two environments separately and then calculate genetic correlations according to the
described procedures (YAMADA, 1962; BURDON, 1977). Although
these univariate methods minimize computational demands
and facilitate the application of standard computer software, it
has been suggested that estimates of genetic correlations from
these univariate methods are less satisfactory for some data
structures (FERNANDO et al., 1984; DUTILLEUL and CARRIÈRE,
1998; LU et al., 1999).
One undesirable property of these univariate methods is
their inability to yield unbiased estimates of type B genetic
correlation for unbalanced experimental data accompanied
with heterogeneous variances across environments. For
example, theoretical considerations and empirical evidence
have indicated that biases may occur with estimates of type B
genetic correlation from YAMADA’s (1962) methods when data
are severely unbalanced and variances are heterogeneous
between experiments (FERNANDO et al., 1984; ITO and YAMADA,
1990; DUTILLEUL and CARRIÈRE, 1998). Severe biases for
estimates of type B genetic correlations were also found with
BURDON’s method when mortality caused data imbalance
among genetic groups within a genetic test (LU et al., 1999).
Although improvement to univariate methods may be made
(DUTILLEUL and CARRIÈRE, 1998; LU et al., 1999) so that unbiased estimates of type B genetic correlations are still obtainable
for unbalanced data with heterogeneous variances, some of the
procedures become computationally less convenient.
Another concern with univariate methods is that type B
genetic correlation estimates are frequently out of the theoretical parameter space and results are difficult to apply in practice. Both empirical evidence (KOOTS and GIBSON, 1996) and
simulation study (LU, 1999) have indicated that the frequency
of out-of-bound estimates increases with a decrease in true
population heritabilities. Out-of-bound estimates often occur
when near-to-zero estimates of genetic variance are obtained in
one or two of the concerned environments, while the estimates
of genetic covariance are relatively large. Although out-ofbounds estimates are primarily attributable to sampling errors
of genetic variances and covariances, they may also be related
to the fact that genetic variance-covariances are not estimated
from a closed system with these univariate methods.
A third problem facing these commonly used univariate
methods of type B genetic correlation estimation is how to
properly account for genetic relatedness and inbreeding among
and within genetic groups. Since the possibility of genetic relatedness among genetic entries (especially among full-sib families) increases as tree improvement programs move into advanced generations (WHITE et al., 1993; BORRALHO and DUTKOWSKI,
1998), the assumption that genetic entries are independent
random samples of a large population would be violated if
14

genetic relatedness does exist. Failure to account for genetic
relatedness and inbreeding by using pedigree information may
result in loss of useful information from genetic tests and causes inaccurate estimates of genetic variance and covariances,
and potential bias in estimates of type B genetic correlations
(NOTTER and DIAZ, 1993).
Multivariate methods can estimate genetic variances and
covariances simultaneously using the restricted maximum
likelihood (REML) approach with an iterative procedure
(PATTERSON and THOMPSON, 1971; Schaeffer and Wilton 1978).
For multivariate methods, measurements from different
environments are treated as different traits with different
variance and covariance structures. Consequently, the problem
of heterogeneous variances facing univariate methods is properly addressed. Evidence indicates that REML approach is
generally more desirable than ANOVA (analysis of variance)
methods for handling unbalanced data for the purpose of
variance component estimation (SEARLE et al., 1992; HUBER et
al., 1994). In addition, multivariate methods can apply constraints to estimates of genetic variances and covariances so
that estimates of genetic correlation stay within the theoretical
parameter space (BOLDMAN et al., 1995). Furthermore, many
multivariate REML approaches are specifically designed to
make full use of pedigree information and can analyze data
based on individual tree models so that genetic relatedness
among genetic entries is properly accounted for in the process
of variance component estimation (BOLDMAN et al., 1995;
GILMOUR et al., 1997).
Despite several potential advantages of multivariate approaches in estimating type B genetic correlations, uncertainty
remains as to whether constrained multivariate procedures can
yield unbiased estimates. It is also unclear how many environments should be used in a constrained system to enhance the
quality of estimates. Since theoretical prove of these properties
is difficult if not impossible, the purpose of this study is to
numerically compare several multivariate and univariate
approaches for type B genetic correlation estimation using
computer simulated forest genetic data. Specifically, we examine these estimation methods in terms of empirical bias and
precision, as well as the distribution properties of the estimates
under different true genetic parameter settings.
Material and Methods
Data Generation
Computer simulated data were used in numerical comparisons because underlining true type B genetic correlation is
known for each data set and can be used to evaluate the
qualities of estimates. Data were generated based on a randomized complete block (RCB) design with one tree per family per
plot (i.e., single-tree plots) which is recommended by several
studies in forest genetic testing (LAMBETH and GLADSTONE,
1983; LOO-DINKINS and TAUER, 1987; LOO-DINKINS et al., 1990;
WHITE, 1996). Genetic structures of the data were simulated
based on half-sib families created from a polymix mating
design with 120 female parents.
For the field experimental designs, it was assumed that
these 120 half-sib families were tested over 4 environments,
each having 90 families and 20 blocks. It was further assumed
that there were 60 half-sib families in common for any paired
progeny tests, but there was no family in common across the 4
environments. The above experimental layout is intended to
mimic forest genetic tests with scenarios of: 1) a large number
of genetic entries need to be tested over environments but with
constrained block size (around 0.1 ha.) (WHITE, 1996) in order
to maintain environmental homogeneity within a block; and 2)

partially genetically disconnected tests due to the availability
of seedlings and other reasons.
The linear model used in data generation across 4 testing
environments is given in matrix notation as:

where yi is a ni x 1 vector of phenotypic observations in
environment i, i=1,...4; Xi is the incidence matrix relating to
fixed effects (vector βi) in environment i; Zi is the incidence
matrix relating to female parental genetic effects (vector gi)
tested in environment i; Zmi is the incidence matrix relating to
the genetic effects of MENDELian sampling (vector gmi) in environment i; ei is the ni x 1 vector of residuals in environment i.
Covariance between random effects (i.e., female parent and
residual) in the model was assumed nil, such that
E(yi) = Xi βi,

E(gi) = 0,

E(gmi) = 0,

and

E(ei) = 0;

where σai2 is the additive genetic variance in environment i, σaij
is the additive genetic covariance between environment i and j,
and σei2 is error variance in environment i.
The phenotypic value of each individual was determined as
the summation of all genetic and environmental effects in the
model, i.e., yijk = N(0, σ2Bi) + N(0, 14 σ2ai) + N(0, σ2W).
The levels of each effect were assumed to be a random
sample from a large normal population. Correlated additive
genetic effects among the 4 testing environments were created
as:
A = B’C

effects when data are unbalanced. However, for convenience in
data generation, levels of block were created with the assumption that they were random samples from a normally distributed population (µb = 0, σB2 = 2), and that the observed variation
among blocks was twice as large as the phenotypic variation
within a block (i.e., σB2 = 2). After data were generated, 30 %
mortality was simulated in all progeny tests by random deletion. A total of 300 independently simulated data sets, each
containing 4 environments and 20 blocks, were generated and
analyzed in this study.

Estimation of Type B Genetic Correlations
a. Multivariate methods
Multivariate computer programs MTDFREML (BOLDMAN et
al., 1995) and ASREML (GILMOUR et al., 1997) were used to
analyze each of the 300 data sets by treating the measurements of an arbitrary continuous trait from different environments as different traits. MTDFREML is a computer software

(2)

where A is the matrix of additive genetic effects, B is a matrix
of the square root (Cholesky decomposition) of designed genetic
variance-covariance matrix G, and C is a column vector of
independent standard normal random deviates, such that
Var (A) = B’Var (C)B = B’B = G

whether block is treated as random or fixed effect; (2) treating
block as fixed effect facilitates the application of multivariate
methods in this study; and (3) the assumption of fixed block
effects can help remove block effects from confounding genetic

(3)

Table 1. – Designed heritabilities and type B genetic correlations for an arbitrary continuous trait among four simulated
environments.

Heterogeneous genetic variances among progeny tests are
reflected by the genetic variances and covariances in matrix G.
The designed population genetic parameters such as heritability and type B genetic correlations were intentionally simulated
to have a relatively large variation among the 4 environments
aimed to represent a wide range of situations that may exist
among real forest genetic data sets (Table 1). Without losing
generality, phenotypic variance within each progeny test was
set to 1.0 because data standardization is highly recommended
in forest genetic data analysis to remove scale effects (WU,
1993; WHITE, 1996; DIETERS, 1996) and data standardization
can always adjust phenotypic variance to 1.0 within a single
environment.
Block effects were treated as fixed effects in this study for
three reasons: (1) variance component estimation for random
female genetic effect is not affected under customary linear
models (i.e., no covariance assumed between random effects)

Shaded areas are narrow sense heritabilites of the four environments.
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which uses a simplex algorithm to maximize the log likelihood
function for variance component estimation and constrains
estimates of genetic correlations within the theoretical parameter space. ASREML is, on the other hand, a computer program which uses an average information algorithm (GILMOUR
et al., 1997) and sparse matrix techniques to efficiently solve
large mixed models; it does not, however, automatically
constrain estimates of genetic correlations within the theoretical parameter space. Therefore, results from MTDFREML
and ASREML in this study were used to represent, respectively,
constrained and unconstrained multivariate estimates of type
B genetic correlations.
For both multivariate methods, input data structures were
modified (Table 2) in order to estimate genetic variances and
covariances for the same trait measured in different environments (type B) rather than for different traits measured on the
same individuals (type A). Convergence criteria were set for
MTDFREML as MVFV (Minimum Variance of Function Values
in Simplex) ≤10-9, and for ASREML, (-2L n+1 - (-2L n)≤0.002,
respectively (BOLDMAN et al., 1995; GILMOUR et al., 1997). True
genetic variance-covariance components were used as priors for
starting the iterative processes. For both multivariate
methods, two different groupings of environments were used to
estimate variance components based on the assumption that
estimates of genetic variances and covariances are system
dependent so that estimates of type B genetic correlations are
not necessarily the same if they are estimated from pair-wise
or over all sites. The small grouping was paired environments
while the larger grouping contained all four environments and
estimated all pair-wise genetic correlations simultaneously.

b. Univariate methods
Univariate methods used in this study included the traditional methods of YAMADA (1962) and BURDON (1977), and a
GCA approach (LU et al., 1999). A previous comparative study
among univariate methods suggested that the GCA approach
improves type B genetic correlation estimation when data are
highly unbalanced and heterogeneous variances exist among
environments (LU et al., 1999).
For the YAMADA I method, the type B genetic correlation is
estimated as:

^ 2 is the
where ^
r B is the estimated type-B genetic correlation, σ
g
genetic variance component estimated from a two-way analysis
of variance involving data from two environments assuming
^ 2 is the estimate of
homogeneous variance between them, σ
1
^ 2 and
variance component for the effect of G x E interaction, σ
g1
2
^
σ g2 are, respectively, the estimates of genetic variance components within environment 1 and 2. Often used in forest
genetic studies is a simplified formula of Eq.4, YAMADA II,
which is:

where elements in Eq.5 are the same as in Eq.4.
With BURDON’s method, the type B genetic correlation is estimated as:

Table 2. – Illustration of data structure used in multivariate analysis to
estimate type B genetic correlations. Experimental design is assumed
as a randomized complete block design with 3 environments, each
having 3 blocks with one tree per family per block. Observations from
different environments are treated as different traits.

where ^
r xy is the phenotypic correlation between genetic group
(i.e. half-sib families) means in environments x and y, and ^
h –y
and ^
h –y are square-roots of the heritabilities of the genetic
group means in environments x and y, respectively.
For the GCA approach, parental GCA effects (defined as 1⁄2
parental breeding values predicted by BLUP) are first predicted using the technique of univariate best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) in each environment and these are adjusted to
calculate type B genetic correlation as:

where ^
r B is the estimate of type B genetic correlation, r* is a
PEARSON correlation coefficient between adjusted parental GCA
^ and g
^ are
predictions in environments x and y using BLUP, g
xi
yi
predicted parental GCA effects in environments x and y respec——
–
r ay is the mean products of adjusted ‘prediction
tively, and ^
r ax ^
accuracy’ (LU et al., 1999) in the two environments.
Note that blocks 1 to 3 are from environment 1, blocks 4 to 6 are from
environment 2 and blocks 7 to 9 are from environment 3. Dots stand for
missing values, which are necessary and intentionally given in this data
structure.
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Criteria for Comparisons
After the type B genetic correlations were estimated for each
pair of environments within each of the 300 simulated data

sets using the above univariate and multivariate methods,
three criteria were used to evaluate the estimation methods.
First, empirical bias was calculated as the difference between means of estimated and true type B genetic correlations
over 300 random samples for each pair of environments, i.e.,
Bias = –r B^ - –r tB ,
N
1
^
where –r B^ = —
r Bi being the estimated type B genetic
r Bi with ^
Σ
N
i
N
1
correlation of the ith sample; –r tB = —
with rtBi being the
Σ
N r tBi
i
true type B genetic correlation of the ith sample. N (=300) is the
total number of random samples. The statistical differences of
the empirical biases from zero were tested by one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA).
The second criterion was the mean-distance (MD) between
the estimated and true type-B genetic correlations which was
N
1
calculated as: MD = —
^
r Bi - rt . The smaller the MD, the
NΣ
Bi
i
closer the estimates to their true values, and consequently the
higher estimation precision.
The third criterion was the PEARSON correlation between the
estimates of type B genetic correlations and the true type B
genetic correlations. Higher correlation reflects the better response of estimated type B to the changes of true type B
genetic correlation and thus shows better quality of the related
estimation methods. Outliers were excluded if their distances
to the true values exceeded three times the MD.

Results
Bias
Among the univariate methods, as applied to pairs of
environments, the GCA approach yielded empirically unbiased
estimates of type B genetic correlations for all balanced and
unbalanced data sets (Table 3). BURDON’s method yielded
unbiased estimates when data were balanced within an
environment but yielded severely biased estimates when data
were unbalanced due to missing values. YAMADA I (Eq. 4) also
produced nearly unbiased estimates for almost all data sets.
YAMADA II (Eq. 5) tended to give slightly downward bias, with
severe bias for a few environmental pairs when ratios of
genetic variances in two environments were greater than 2.0.
The unconstrained multivariate method ASREML and constrained multivariate method MTDFREML both yielded empirically unbiased estimates of type B genetic correlations when
whether all four environments or only two environments were
at a time analyzed (Table 3). MTDFREML tended to produce
slightly downward bias but the magnitude was negligible. For
a given pair of environments, the large and small groupings
produced different estimates of type B genetic correlations
(data not shown). This implied that, with multivariate
methods, information from sites included in an analytical
system is combined so that adding data from a third environment can influence the estimates of type B genetic correlation
between the previous two environments.
Comparison of the best results from univariate methods with
those of multivariate methods in terms of bias produced no
obvious differences. The univariate methods, such as the GCA-

Table 3. – Empirical biases of type B genetic correlation estimates from different estimation
methods for simulated half-sib data tested in a randomized complete block experimental design
with single-tree plots.

True genetic parameters for different environments are given in table 1. MTDFREML (or
ASREML) 1 and 2 refer to the 4-environment and 2-environment grouping, respectively.
*Biases are significantly different from zero at the probability level α ≤ 0.05.
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approach and YAMADA I, produced estimates that are as unbiased as those from multivariate methods for almost all data
structures simulated in this study. Other univariate methods,
BURDON’s method and YAMADA II, yielded empirically biased
estimates of type B genetic correlations when data were either
unbalanced due to missing values or when heterogeneity of
variances among environments was large. Such results were
consistent with previous theoretical considerations and empirical studies about these univariate methods (FERNANDO et al.,
1984; ITO and YAMADA, 1990; DUTILLEUL and CARRIÈRE, 1998;
LU et al., 1999).

Regardless of estimation methods, the mean distance between estimated and true type B genetic correlations became
steadily larger as heritabilities in two environments became
low (Table 4). For example, for all methods except BURDON’s,
MDs were not greater than 0.1 between environments 1 and 2,
which had heritabilities of 0.4 and 0.3, respectively. In contrast, MDs were greater than 0.2 for almost all methods between environments 3 and 4, which had true heritabilities of
only 0.2 and 0.1, respectively.

Precision

PEARSON correlation coefficients (calculated based on 300
randomly simulated data samples) between the estimated and
true type B genetic correlations for a given pair of environments were generally low for all estimation methods (Table 5).
Considerable differences, however, existed among estimation
methods. For the constrained multivariate methods, the grouping containing only two environments yielded higher PEARSON
correlation coefficient between the true and estimated type B
genetic correlations than the grouping that included all 4 environment (Table 5). Among all estimation methods, the correlation coefficients were highest for the univariate GCA approach,
which was followed by YAMADA II and then multivariate
method MTDFREML with 2-environment grouping. BURDON’s
method was equal to the GCA approach when data were balanced within an environment, but inferior to the GCA-approach
when data were unbalanced within an environment. YAMADA I

The mean distance (MD) between the estimated and true
type B genetic correlations from different estimation methods
showed consistent differences among the estimation methods
(Table 4). Constrained estimation methods (i.e., MTDFREML
and YAMADA II) had smaller MDs than those unconstrained
methods (i.e., ASREML, YAMADA I, BURDON and the GCA
approach). For the constrained multivariate method
MTDFREML, the 4-environment grouping consistently had
smaller MD than 2-environment grouping. But this was not
always true for unconstrained multivariate ASREML. Among
all estimation methods, MTDFREML with a 4-environment
system consistently yielded the smallest MD for a given pair of
environments. This was followed by the MTDFREML with twoenvironment system, YAMADA II, and then the GCA approach
and the ASREML (Table 4).

Correlations Between the Estimated and True Type B Genetic
Correlations

Table 4. – Mean-distance (MD) between estimates of type B genetic correlation and their true
values for different estimation methods using simulated half-sib families tested in a randomized
complete block experimental design with single-tree plots.

True genetic parameters for different environments are given in table 1. Out-of-bound estimates
were accepted with their original values. † MTDFREML (or ASREML) 1 and 2 refer to the
4-environment and 2-environment grouping, respectively. *MD from a estimation method is
significantly different from the MD from the commonly used method of YAMADA II.
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Table 5. – PEARSON correlation coefficients between estimates of type B genetic correlations and
their underlying true values for different estimations methods using simulated half-sib families
tested in a randomized complete block experimental design with single-tree plots.

True genetic parameters for different environments are given in table 1. Out-of-bound estimates
were accepted with their original values. † MTDFREML (or ASREML) 1 and 2 refer to the
4-environment and 2-environment grouping, respectively.

and ASREML performed intermediately to the GCA approach
and BURDON’s method.

1.0, although the designed mean true parameters for both environment pairs were 0.7.

Distribution of Estimates

Discussion

For a given true type B genetic correlation, various estimates were obtained from random data samples due to sampling errors. The scatter plots of estimated type B genetic
correlations against their true values were affected by both the
estimation methods and the true genetic parameters. The
multivariate method MTDFREML and the univariate method
of YAMADA II (Eq.5) constrained estimates of type B genetic
correlations to be no greater than 1 and, consequently, skewed
the distribution of estimates when true type B genetic correlation was close to 1 (Figure 1). The multivariate method
ASREML and all other univariate methods, on the other hand,
allowed for out-of-bound estimates which made the distribution
of estimates nearly symmetric against the true values. These
univariate and the unconstrained multivariate methods, however, produced a few estimates with very high magnitude. In a
separate simulation, the frequency of out-of-bound estimates
steadily increases as heritabilities in one or both of the environments became smaller (Figure 2). From the simulation
results of this study, between environments 2 and 3, which had
heritability 0.3 and 0.2, respectively, there were only 21 (out of
300) estimates greater than 1.0. In contrast, between environments 1 and 4, which had heritabilities of 0.4 and 0.1, respectively, more than 60 (out of 300) estimates were greater than

Results of simulations in this study have shown that estimates of type B genetic correlations using multivariate
methods were empirically as unbiased as the best results from
univariate methods (Table 3) for both balanced and balanced
data with heterogeneous genetic and error variances. Although
a tendency for downward bias was detected for the constrained
multivariate method MTDFREML, the magnitudes of such
biases were negligible. This tendency of downward bias was
likely caused by constraining estimates within theoretical
parameter space, some of which would otherwise be out-ofbounds. The small magnitudes of such downward biases were
due to: (1) the relatively small proportion of estimates of type
B genetic correlations which would be out-of-bounds between
environments having higher heritabilities and, consequently,
causing little changes to the mean of estimates when they
were constrained within parameter space; and (2) potential
compensation by upward biases of estimates of type B genetic
correlations for pairs of environments having low heritabilities.
The empirically unbiased estimates of type B genetic correlations from the univariate methods of YAMADA I and II were
likely due to the specific data structures simulated in this
study. Previous numerical studies (FERNANDO et al., 1984;
19

Figure 1. – Scatter plots of estimates of Type B genetic correlations from multivariate and
univariate methods against the actual true type B genetic correlations for the 300 random
samples. The mean true parameters are: h12 = 0.4, h22 = 0.3 and rB = 0.9. Experimental designs
in both environments are randomized complete block design with single-tree plots. There are 90
families in each environment.

DUTILLEUL and CARRIÈRE, 1998; LU et al., 1999) indicated that
estimates of type B genetic correlations from YAMADA’s methods
were subject to bias when heterogeneity of variances was
severe and data were highly unbalanced between environments in terms of the relative size of the experiments. In this
simulation study, data samples had about the same sizes
across all environments although the genetic and environmental variances were heterogeneous. As a result, biases from
YAMADA’s methods became less severe or negligible.
Because each estimation method was used to analyze the
same data sets, differences among estimation methods in MD
reflected their differential estimation precision. The smaller
MDs (Table 4) obtained from constrained estimation methods
(MTDFREML and YAMADA II) than from unconstrained
methods (ASREML, YAMADA I, BURDON, and the GCA approach)
were expected because, by theory, the true values of type B
genetic correlations cannot be located outside the parameter
space. Higher estimation precision can, therefore, be achieved
by constraining estimates of genetic correlations within the
parameter space.
The smaller MD for a multivariate method MTDFREML
which used data from all four environments to estimate the
pair-wise type B genetic correlation compared to the two-environment grouping may possibly be due to the more stable esti20

mates of genetic variances from the four-environment grouping
than from the two-environment grouping. Evidence supporting
this reasoning is that the standard deviation of estimates of
genetic variance among the 300 random data samples for a
given environment was slightly smaller for the four-environment grouping than for the two-environment grouping (data
not shown). This may suggest that, for multivariate methods,
additional information in a larger grouping system helped
improve the quality of estimates of genetic variance components so that the sampling error for type B genetic correlation is smaller. Comparison of MDs between multivariate
methods can, however, be complicated by the search parameters being used in each run because the search parameters
can influence the solution, especially in an analysis with a
large number of parameters to be estimated.
The magnitudes of MDs were large for estimates of type B
genetic correlations between pairs of environments with traits
of low heritabilities. In the simulation, the MDs increased substantially from balanced data with 20 single-tree blocks to
unbalanced data with an average of 14 single-tree blocks. With
such large sampling errors, the biases of the estimates become
less meaningful. The results imply that to have reliable estimates of type B genetic correlations relatively large numbers of
replications and families in the field experimental designs are
required (NOTTER and DIAZ, 1993).

tion of estimates and cause downward biases. For example,
scatter plots of estimates of type B genetic correlations against
their true values indicated that for the unconstrained methods
(multivariate ASREML and univariate GCA approach) the estimates were nearly symmetrically distributed around a given
true value (Figure 1b and 1d). In contrast, for constrained multivariate method MTDFREML and YAMADA II, the distribution
of estimates (Figure 1a and 1c) was not symmetric against the
true values due to the limitation of the theoretical boundary.
The choice of constrained or unconstrained estimates of type
B genetic correlations may be objective specific. For example,
for theoretical studies of the distribution and sampling errors
of type B genetic correlation, unconstrained estimates may be
more desirable to show the original distributional pattern of
estimates, so that confidence intervals of estimates can be
investigated. In practical genetic data analysis, however,
constrained estimates of type B genetic correlations may be
easier to interpret and more reasonable to apply when they are
involved in indirect selections. For example, for a given set of
values of heritabilities, phenotypic variance and selection
intensities, genetic response from indirect selection is theoretically less or equal to the gain from direct selection (FALCONER,
1989). However, if estimates of genetic correlations greater
than 1 were used, the above theoretical rule would be violated,
yielding greater predicted genetic gains from indirect selection
than from direct selection.

Figure 2. – Effects of genetic variance component estimates on the number of out-of-bound estimates of type B
genetic correlation.

Besides the properties of unbiasedness and precision, the
correlation between estimated and true type B genetic correlation could be important because it reflects the response of estimates to changes on the underlying true values. In this study,
the generally low correlation between the estimated and true
type B genetic correlation was attributable to the large sampling errors of type B genetic correlations as indicated by the
range of estimates for a given true value (Figure 1). For
constrained multivariate method, a smaller system containing
only two environments seemed to be more desirable in this
regard than a larger system containing more environments in
type B genetic correlation estimation. Interferences by information from unconcerned environments may have reduced the
consistence of estimates of type B genetic correlation to their
true values. This trend was clearly demonstrated by
MTDFREML with the higher correlation coefficients from the
two-environment system than from the four-environment
system for various genetic backgrounds. However, the twoenvironment system had larger MDs as compared with the
four-environment system. The reason for such contradicting
results was not clear, probably due to differences between the
two grouping systems in variance component estimation.
While constraining estimates of type B genetic correlation
within the theoretical parameter space have increased the
overall estimation precision, it has also skewed up the distribu-

Although univariate methods, such as the GCA approach,
can achieve comparable estimates of type B genetic correlations to those from unconstrained multivariate methods for
balanced and unbalanced data, it may be practically more convenient and efficient to use multivariate methods if computer
software is available. Simulation in this study has only demonstrated the desirable properties of multivariate methods with a
simple half-sib genetic structure containing no genetic relatedness. More desirable properties of multivariate methods
would have manifested had complex genetic structures been
involved. It would only be prudent to point out the potential
advantages of multivariate methods in analyzing data of
complex genetic structures, including (1) making use of
pedigree information so that type B genetic correlations can be
estimated between two environments that have only indirect
genetic connection; (2) addressing genetic relatedness among
genetic groups within and between environments so that the
assumption of independence among genetic groups within an
environment may be relaxed (NOTTER and DIAZ, 1993); and (3)
including data from experiments for mixture of mating designs
and different generations. As tree improvement programs
progress into advanced generations and data structures
become more complex (WHITE, 1996; BORRALHO and DUTKOWSKI,
1998), multivariate methods are expected to be more appropriate in estimating type B genetic correlations.
Conclusion
Although some univariate methods can yield unbiased estimates of type B genetic correlation for unbalanced data with
heterogeneous variances, advantages associated with multivariate methods make them viable options in the estimation of
type B genetic correlations. Estimates of type B genetic correlations from multivariate methods are empirically unbiased for
unbalanced data with heterogeneous variances. Constraining
estimates within theoretical parameter space help improve
estimation precision and practical application. Placing more
environments in an analytical system with multivariate
methods not only increases computational efficiency, but may
also enhance the quality of estimates of genetic variances,
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resulting in smaller sampling errors of the estimates of type B
genetic correlations.
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Abstract
Sessile oak (Quercus petraea) and pedunculate oak (Q. robur)
are two closely related, interfertile taxa. They are the most
frequent oak species in Switzerland. Allelic and genotypic
structures at 17 isozyme gene loci were observed in 21 populations from Switzerland. Twelve populations of Q. petraea, six
populations of Q. robur, and three “mixed” populations (Q.
petraea and Q. robur) were investigated. The species status of
the populations was confirmed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based on leaf morphological traits. All populations
are highly variable at enzyme gene loci. Differentiation among
22

the taxa is reflected at allelic structures at several enzyme
gene loci (ACP-C, GDH-A, IDH-B, NDH-A, PGM-A). An excess
of homozygotes relative to corresponding HARDY-WEINBERG
structures was observed in all populations. Moderate levels of
inbreeding are likely to contribute to these genotypic structures, but heterogeneity of inbreeding coefficients among loci
suggests that deviations from random mating are not the only
cause of the homozygote excess at particular loci (AAP-A,
PGM-A). On average, expected heterozygosity is highest in the
“mixed” populations, but observed heterozygosity of the “mixed”
stands is in-between Q. petraea and Q. robur. A plausible
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